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The Mission of

the Société du parc Jean-Drapeau
The mission of the Société is to manage, administrate, operate, develop,
maintain and animate Parc Jean-Drapeau, which comprises SainteHélène and Notre-Dame islands located at the midway point between
downtown Montréal and the South Shore.
In its Guiding Plan, the Société has determined that the priority strategic
orientations of its development are as follows:
Unify the site, from both an identity and spatial standpoint;
Encourage the use of modes of transportation other than car travel;
Preserve and promote the natural heritage;
Preserve and promote the cultural heritage;
Encourage users to take advantage of and visit the Parc;
Recognize the Parc’s sporting heritage and encourage the practice
of physical and outdoor activities;
Manage the Parc in compliance with the objectives set down in the
revised Guiding Plan from a sustainable development standpoint.
The Société du parc Jean-Drapeau is a para-municipal organization established by the Charte de la Ville de Montréal. In 1999, the Parc des Îles de
Montréal was renamed Parc Jean-Drapeau, in honour of the man who
was the mayor of Montréal for 30 years and the one who brought the
1967 world exibition to the city. In 2006, the Parc’s corporate name
officially became Société du parc Jean-Drapeau.
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Board
Chairman’s
message

A breath of fresh air is currently wafting through the Société du parc Jean-Drapeau,
and we regard the future of our organization with considerable confidence.

Normand Legault
Board Chairman

On the one hand, the City of Montréal has expressed its interest in making
a substantial contribution to the realization of our Horizon 2017 project, which
is being planned to celebrate the 50th anniversary of Expo67, the 375th of the
City of Montréal and the 150th of Canada’s Confederation. The project strives
to protect and promote cultural, natural and built heritage, enhance the reception
areas and sports facilities and bring the infrastructures up to standard. And,
the Québec government is injecting a $35 M investment into the revitalizing of
Place des Nations, as well as creating a panoramic Promenade along the River.
Meanwhile, continuing in the spirit of renewal, I would like to note the arrival
of the Société’s new executive director, Daniel Blier, who has been working
in the Montréal recreation-tourist industry for more than 15 years. Steeped in
experience in such areas as programming, sales development and negotiations,
Mr. Blier will no doubt carry out his mandate in a professional and dynamic
manner.
Incidentally, I am pleased to point out that the major events and the attractions
at the Parc enjoyed record attendance in 2012. Noteworthy in this regard was
the success of the Fête des neiges de Montréal and that of our partners, including the Snow Village and evenko, with the tremendous results of the Osheaga
Festival. This goes to show that, in the winter time, as well as in summer,
Parc Jean-Drapeau is “the” place to go.
To make this a must-place for visitors, the entire Société du parc Jean-Drapeau
team, through its tireless efforts and creativity, contributes on a daily basis to
the advancement of our major projects. In closing, I would like to express
my thanks to the board of directors for their generous participation in the
evolution of the Parc as it embarks on an important stage of its development,
in helping to ensure its sustainability and the economic efficiency of its assets
for future generations to enjoy.

Normand Legault
Board Chairman
Société du parc Jean-Drapeau
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Major Events

Fête des neiges
de Montréal

Outdoor and
Travel Festival

Week-ends of
January 21 to February 5
Produced by
Société du parc Jean-Drapeau

May 25-26-27
Produced by
Groupe Espace

28,800 visitors

109,174 visitors

Spring

Snow Village

Piknic Électronik

From January 5 to March 11

20 events
from May 20 to September 30

Produced by
Snow Village

95,000 visitors

Produced by
Piknic Électronik

80,000 visitors

Swim for Free
Day

Week-ends
du monde

Skrillex

June 16

July 7, 8, 14 and 15

Produced by
Société du parc Jean-Drapeau

Produced by
Société du parc Jean-Drapeau

Produced by
evenko

11,000 swimmers

199,477 visitors

Grand Prix
of Canada

L’international des
Feux Loto-Québec
presented by TELUS

Vans Warped
Tour

Osheaga
Festival

July 14

August 3-4-5

9 pyrotechnical shows
from June 30 to August 3
Produced by Six Flags

Produced by
evenko

Produced by
evenko

10,000 visitors

120,000 visitors

June 8-9-10
Produced by
Octane Racing Group
No official attendance
figures available

No official attendance
figures available

July 15

Summ
mer

6,500 visitors

Heavy MTL
August 11-12
Produced by
evenko

44,360 visitors

Open House
on Québec Farms
September 9
Produced by l’Union
des producteurs agricoles

34,000 visitors

Regional High School
Cross-Country
Championship
October 10-11
Produced by the Réseau
du sport étudiant du Québec

17,000 students

NAPA
Auto Parts 200
presented by Dodge

Marathon Oasis
de Montréal

August 18

Produced by
Marathon Oasis
de Montréal

Produced by
Octane Racing Group
No official attendance
figures available

September 23

27,000 athletes
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A winter season
that has it all!
This winter, more than ever, Parc Jean-Drapeau welcomed a
diverse clientele eager to enjoy the beauty of the site and its
exciting array of sports and outdoor activities, enhanced by
its partners’ recreational offering. With the new Snow Village
included in this offering, it was decidedly a winter of discovery
at the Parc.

Events
produced
by the
Société
The annual gathering for winter enthusiasts who come to
enjoy outdoor activities in a charming and festive setting, the
29th Fête des neiges de Montréal, presented on weekends
from January 21 to February 5, attracted 109,174* visitors,
an increase of almost 50,000 over the previous year.
There were some 30 activities set up to please visitors of all
ages, including dog-sled rides, trips down the zip-line or dancing
at the Boulathèque, Boule de Neige’s favourite discothèque.
A new partner, Écorécréo, took care of maintaining the crosscountry ski trails and the rental of skates, snow shoes,
cross-country skis and sleds.
Produced by Société du parc Jean-Drapeau, the Fête des
neiges de Montréal is getting ready for its 30th anniversary
celebrations in 2013 with a program that extends over three
weekends.
* Source: Groupe Altus
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Winter

at Parc Jean-Drapeau
After Fête des neiges de Montréal activities ended, an extended
winter program was presented this year, until March 11. Along with
skating, skiing, snowshoeing and sledding activities, and visits to
the Snow Village, the season finished with a flourish, with an outdoor gastronomical fair, featuring fine foods. The fair, known
as Les Week-ends gourmands, highlighted some 20 Québec
producers who came to the event to showcase their products over
a two-weekend span.

A new
Winter Partner
This year, Parc Jean-Drapeau welcomed a bold and creative
partner that piqued the interest and curiosity of the media and
general public by setting up a Snow Village. The Village, which
includes a hotel, restaurant, bar, chapel, spa and replicas
of iconic Montréal buildings, attracted 95,000 visitors from
mid-January to mid-March.
A winter-season partner, the Snow Village has quickly
become a great complement for anyone wanting
to combine outdoor and discovery activities.
The Snow Village will be back in 2013.

Bringing together more than 60 cultures through music, dance
and culinary discoveries over the span of two weekends was
a challenge that the Société du parc Jean-Drapeau successfully met by producing the 8th edition of Week-ends du monde
presented by Loto-Québec. This free event, which was held
on two consecutive weekends in July, attracted 199,477
spectators*.
This huge celebration of multiculturalism has enjoyed growing
popularity over the last three years, connecting with the public
and visitors who are interested in discovering the cultural
wealth of the various communities that have established their
roots locally. The show celebrating Algeria’s 50th anniversary
and the Piazza de la Petite Italie gastronomical experience
were among the new features of the 2012 edition of the event.
Several partners lent their support to the success of the
event, including the City of Montréal, Loto-Québec, the official
presenter of the event, and Public Mobile, Western Union,
WestJet, and the Laurentian Bank.
* Source: Groupe Altus
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The Parc’s Attractions
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Beach
85,550 visitors enjoyed the
pleasures of the Beach this
summer. Located just five
minutes from downtown, this
site is easy to get to by car,
bike and public transportation.
Circuit Gilles-Villeneuve
4.36 kilometres long, the
Circuit is part of the Parc’s
network of cycling trails, and
it is accessible to cyclists,
except when there is
a car-racing event.
Water-sports Pavilion
This pavilion is where visitors
can rent a canoe, kayak, pedal
boat and mayak to navigate
Île Notre-Dame’s lake and
lagoons.

Aquatic Complex
The Complex welcomed
73,000 visitors who made use
of the three outdoor pools,
including thousands of athletes
who were in training or in
competitive events.
Floralies Gardens
and Public Art
The legacy of the 1980
Floralies internationales event,
the gardens are accessible
on foot or by bike. Some of
the Parc’s 15 public art works
have been set up there.
Olympic Basin
This is the training site for
six federations and hundreds
of athletes involved in rowing,
canoe-kayak and dragon-boat
activities.

Casino
A one-of-a-kind entertainment
venue in the province of Québec,
the Casino welcomes 5 million
visitors every year. The Casino
has been getting a makeover
since 2010, a refurbishing that
will be completed in 2013.
Stewart Museum
This historical museum, housed
in the 19th Century British
arsenal, harkens back to
the presence of European
civilizations in New France
and North America.
Biosphère,
Environment Museum
An unmistakable Montréal icon,
the Biosphère presents exhibitions designed to spur visitors
to environmental action, and it
has been doing this since 1995.
La Ronde
Managed by the Six Flags
company since 2001, the
largest amusement park in
Eastern Canada welcomes
more than a million visitors
every year.

New in 2012
Parc Jean-Drapeau’s recreational offering is being enhanced
every year. Among the notable new additions in 2012 was the
arrival of the fabulous Snow Village, the partnership with Écorécréo, playing host to the Open House on Québec Farms event
by l’Union des producteurs agricoles, The Color Run charity
event, and the Skrillex show presented by evenko.

Écorécréo, a new partner servicing
our recreational activities

Main
Achievements

Écorécréo is a company that rents outdoor recreational products
which has been getting Parc Jean-Drapeau visitors moving since
2012 by providing various rental equipment and recreational
vehicles. From a simple bike to quadricycles, Segways and
electrical bikes, Écorécréo’s wide range of ecological products
aren’t just limited to the summer season, since the company
also has cross-country skis, snowshoes and skates that
Parc visitors can rent to enjoy their favourite activity.

Lifesaving Society
honour and rescue awards
At its annual gala, the Québec Lifesaving Society bestowed
honourary awards on five members of the Parc Jean-Drapeau
Beach team: Marilou Lauzon-Garceau, Marine Leblanc, David
Bossé, Olivier Lachapelle and Jean-Philippe Quimper. The
award recognized the bravery and poise they displayed on July
18, 2012 when they conducted resuscitation manoeuvres on a
5-year-old boy who was unconscious after a swimming accident.

Safe facilities
A new service yard that includes repair workshops, warehouses
and personnel offices was built at a cost of $9 M. This 46,295
square-foot building will accommodate maintenance, gardening
and security staff, along with a storeroom and the Parc’s inventory of uniforms. The enormous steel structure has two
mezzanines and a ventilated thermal wall for energy-saving
purposes.
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Higher revenues for the Aquatic Complex
With a warm and sunny summer season, the Aquatic Complex
enjoyed an outstanding year, as revenues went from $321,434
to $342,187, an increase of 6.5%. The revenues include admission fees for swimmers, groups and day camps.

Renovations to infrastructures
In preparation for 2017, two major construction projects relating
to infrastructures were conducted this year. First, reparations
to the Tour-de-l’Isle road got underway this fall and will include
the aqueduct, sewage and electrical infrastructures, and the
complete rebuilding of the curbs and surfaces: overall cost
of the project is close to $10 M. Meanwhile, the first phase of
bringing the Île Notre-Dame electrical system up to standard
was done in 2012 at a cost of $5 M; the system, which dates
back to 1967, will be completed in 2014.

Drowning Prevention Week
The Lifesaving Society’s coup de cœur award for a Drowning
Prevention Week project was given to Parc Jean-Drapeau’s
Beach and Aquatic Complex. Among the many activities
organized by the Parc, the one which earned it this honour was
the contract the Beach and Aquatic Complex had 500 of its
users sign, wherein they made the commitment to adopt a code
of safe conduct alongside a body of water. Every person that
signed the contract was met by a member of the Parc’s staff,
thereby creating awareness about the importance of preventive
measures in a swimming area.

ÉcoParc
To ensure integrated waste management and achieve its “zero
waste” objective, the SPJD implemented an ÉcoParc that will
result in the collection and sorting of material, composting, and
the reusing of materials for the entire site. The SPJD also works
with event promoters and its insular partners to rally them
around its objective of optimal waste management. It is currently
negotiating alliances in this regard, notably with the Casino de
Montréal.
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Public Art
The public art collection exhibited on the two islands now has
two additional works that are back in the Parc following major
restoration work. Set up in the Floralies gardens, artist Raoul
Hunter’s work, Iris, which dates back to Expo67, is making an
expected return after more than 15 years. And the Tête de Moai,
a replica of the Easter Island statues which date back to 1970,
returns to the Parc with a majestic base that enhances the
monument. Parc Jean-Drapeau now has a collection of 15 public
art works.

Our website is increasingly popular
The Parc Jean-Drapeau website got a new look in 2011, with a
more dynamic and appealing re-design that makes it easier for
usage and referencing… And our website visitors really like the
changes! In fact, between September 2011 and September
2012, more than 529,402 unique visitors were recorded on
the site and there were 2,602,541 pages viewed, an increase
of 31.2% over the number of unique visitors in 2011.

Reduction of CO2 emissions
The Fonds Oxygène, the fund created in 2009 which is
aimed at reducing greenhouse gas emission, raises close
to $100,000 a year toward this effort. Visitors that come to
Parc Jean-Drapeau by car and promoters who sign a contract
with the SPJD contribute to the fund, which enables the SPJD
to reduce its CO2 emissions and thereby improve air quality.
The initiatives funded by the Fonds will ensure the sustainable
use of natural resources by using less energy or clean energy.
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Rental
Sites
Rental sites in the heart of nature are among Parc
Jean-Drapeau’s hidden treasures. Whether it is
for shooting a movie, corporate or private events,
the Parc offers a wide array of original
locations, both indoor and outdoor, which provide
a striking change of scenery, just minutes
from downtown Montréal.
The Parc’s various halls (Pavillon de la Jamaïque,
La Toundra, Beach Chalet, Tour de Lévis and
Terrasse du Lac) can accommodate between
60 and 500 people, depending on the selected
format (cocktail or banquet), while the outdoor
rental sites have an impressive capacity of
15,000 to 40,000.
This year, the Parc’s rental service booked more
than 320 diverse rentals, including 150 private
social events (weddings, anniversaries and
others), 110 corporate functions and 65 movie
shoots generating more than $750,000 in revenue, an increase of almost 30% over 2011.
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2017...
a not-so-distant
Horizon

In 2017, the Société du parc Jean-Drapeau will be marking
the 50th anniversary of Expo67, Montréal’s world exhibition. This
huge celebration is also coinciding with the 375th anniversary of
the city of Montréal and the 150th of Canadian Confederation. The
city, and indeed the entire country, will be in a festive mood,
but ahead of these celebrations, major preparatory work is already
underway.
In fact, for the last few years, the Société du parc Jean-Drapeau,
in collaboration with the City of Montréal, has been working on
developing and enhancing the Horizon 2017 project. In 2012,
the City of Montréal announced it will make a major investment
in upgrading sports facilities, protecting and promoting natural,
as well as built and cultural heritage, and the renovating of Parc
Jean-Drapeau’s roadways and infrastructures.
These investments include $35 M in funding from the Québec
government, linked to the completion of two components of
the Horizon project. The first aspect is devoted to renovating
Place des Nations, the iconic 1967 building, which will be given a
new life, accentuating a contemporary design and new sources
of revenue. The second component involves the building of a new
three-kilometre panoramic riverside Promenade, restoring access
to the Saint Lawrence River for Parc Jean-Drapeau visitors while
at the same time providing a new commercial offering and
one-of-a-kind views of the city of Montréal.
Over the next five years, Horizon 2017 will expand the visitor’s
enjoyment of the site, particularly by improved service and restaurant areas. It will also help in increasing the Société’s financial
autonomy, thereby reducing the contribution by its shareholder,
in an efficient and accountable management context. The project
will help to consolidate Parc Jean-Drapeau’s internationally
renowned tourist-destination status.

The 2017 Horizon Project plans for
the renovation of Place des Nations,
an iconic building from 1967.
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But 2017 is not the end of the horizon: it is where the future
begins, in a vibrant and enthusiastic manner for the enhanced
pleasure of the millions of current visitors and those that are
to come.

A panoramic riverside promenade
providing one-of-a-kind views of
Montréal will be created for 2017.

parcjeandrapeau.com
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